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Abstract. Electrovibration technique can modify user’s perception of
a surface through the modulation of the sliding friction accordingly to
the voltage applied. This paper is introducing a novel approach to virtual haptic rendering in electrovibration based haptic displays in order
to provide realistic feeling of a simulated surface, where the required
voltage signal is obtained using a simplified equation. The approach was
validated by the use of a finite element computational framework able to
simulate tactile scenarios on real and virtual surfaces. A database of precompiled tactile scenarios was generated to predict outputs for custom
parametric surfaces through a conditional average estimator method. In
addition, an experimental database obtained by active exploration of
different surfaces, is utilised for texture rendering. A web application,
comprising the algorithms described in the paper, has also been developed, and is freely available to use at http://www.haptictexture.com.

Keywords: electrovibration · haptic rendering · finite element model ·
finger pad · virtual prototyping · haptic display · friction
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Introduction

Since the beginning of the surface haptic era efforts have been made to develop
an effective method to stimulate the finger pad. A lot of attention has been
given to hardware development and optimisation in order to show the potential
advantages the electrostatic attraction technology could bring in the humanmachine interaction [1]. However, only little effort was pursued on the design of
the realistic surface haptic stimuli.
The most common techniques for friction modulation in haptic displays are
electrovibration [2, 3], which is the topic of the paper, and ultrasonic vibrations [4]. In order to generate the high fidelity stimuli, two important features
of tactile recognition should be recalled: Robles-De-La-Torre and Hayward [5]
demonstrated that, for shape recognition, the direction of the applied force on
the fingertip is more important, than the actual geometry, and later Wiertlewski
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and Hayward [6] observed, that the spatial spectrum of the skin displacements
can encode tactual texture. A stimulus design aiming to mimic the real interaction with everyday objects should therefore take advantages of both features to
provide a more natural interaction with surface haptic devices.
The aim of current research is to develop a freely available computational
environment for tactile signal design for haptic displays to simulate real surfaces. A virtual haptic rendering algorithm is introduced, where friction profiles are used as an input for control of electrovibration displays. These profiles
are obtained from measured friction data or FE simulations for different reference standards (RS), i.e. reference surfaces. Since FE analyses can take several
minutes to several hours to complete, or even several days in case of rigorous
3D analysis, they can not be used in real–time haptic rendering. Therefore, a
non–parametric approach is suggested here to perform a real–time electrovibration stimuli design. This approach is based on the conditional average estimator
(CAE) method, which is a kind of probabilistic artificial neural network with a
multi-dimensional non-parametric regression [7]. The method enables relatively
simple empirical modelling of different physical phenomena, provided that the
sufficient experimental data is available.
The paper is organized as follows, in Sect. 2 texture synthesis algorithms used
in the study are introduced, and in Sect. 3 their application is demonstrated on
simple example. In Sect. 4 the developed on-line tool, based on the described
algorithms, is presented. The paper concludes with the discussion of the results
and options for future work.

Texture Synthesis Algorithms

A short review of related work is firstly presented (Sect. 2.1), then the principles
of electrovibration modelling are recalled (Sect. 2.2), and friction–applied voltage
relation is introduced (Sect. 2.3). Later, the algorithm applied to an experimental
friction database or to friction data provided by the computational framework
is given (Sect. 2.4), with a description of the CAE method, as applied in current
study.
2.1

Related work

Kim et al. [8] have observed, that despite the great user interaction opportunities
haptic displays can provide, there has been little work done on design and evaluation of algorithms for generating rich tactile sensations. Therefore they have
proposed an algorithm for rendering of 3D bumps based on the gradient of the
simulated surfaces and a friction model based on psychophysical experiments.
A static method based on grey-scale levels of the displayed image, i.e. applied voltage (friction) at a location on a screen is proportional to the grey-scale
value of pixels, is also widely used, as it is intuitive and relatively easy to implement. Radivojevic et al. [1] proposed an approach using the image segmentation
method, where the photos, taken by the user, are automatically broken into a
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set of areas defined by the visual content (faces, hair, clothes, sky, land or water) and different textures are automatically assigned to different regions of the
image.
Other option for texture rendering consist of record–and–re-play technique, in
which a recorded values of quantities (forces, displacements, accelerations, etc.)
while exploring a real surface, are re-played when exploring a virtual surfaces.
A repository of 100 haptic texture models for use by the research community
Haptic Texture Toolkit (HaTT) is available at the Penn University web page [9].
A similar approach is used here, albeit for the finger–screen interaction, where
friction profiles are either recorded experimentally or obtained using the finite
element analysis of tactile scenarios (Sect. 2.4). An extensive database of friction
profiles for simple RSs has been established and implemented in an probabilistic
artificial neural network in an online tool HapTex [10].
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Electrovibration tactile displays exploit the Coulomb electrostatic force between
the finger pad and an insulated high voltage supplied conductive plate on the
screen to modulate friction. When the electric current is off, the percieved friction
Ft while sliding the finger pad on a screen is proportional to the normal load
Fn , i.e.
Ft = µFn ,
(1)
if a Coulomb friction law, with a constant friction coefficient µ, is assumed. If
voltage is applied (AC) the perceived friction is increased due to the increase of
normal force by the electrostatic force Fe , with friction coefficient µ remaining
unchanged:
Ft = µ(Fn + Fe ) .
(2)
By assigning a different friction value to locations r = (x, y) of the screen, i.e.
Ft = f (r), different RS, i.e. reference textures, can be represented3 . Here we
utilize the expression for the electrostatic force between the finger pad and the
tactile display as proposed by Kaczmarek et al. [11], i.e.
Fe (r) =

2

dsc
sc

0 AU (r)2

 ,
+ dii d sc +d i

(3)

where A is contact surface area, U (r) the voltage applied at location r, 0 permittivity of vacuum, and  and d relative permittivity and thickness of the assumed
dielectrics (sc - stratum corneum, i.e. the outermost layer of the skin, and i the screen insulator), respectively. Equation (3) gives better approximation of
experimentally measured electrostatic forces [12], and is more widely used [13,
1], than the expression proposed by Strong and Troxel [3].
3

Actual friction values at location r are time, pressure and velocity dependant, but
this is neglected in notation here.
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2.3

Friction–Voltage Relation

In order to mimic the friction force profile of the RS, similar friction force cues
have to be applied on the surface of a haptic display (HD), i.e. FtRS (r) ' FtHD (r),
where
FtRS (r) = µRS (r)FnRS ,

(4)


FtHD (r) = µHD FnHD + Fe (r) .

(5)

and
Postulating FnHD = FnRS = Fn , i.e. the normal load is approximately constant
during the exploration4 , and equating (4) and (5)



µRS (r)
−
1
Fn .
µHD

(6)

T

Fe (r) =
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is obtained. Then the required voltage U (r) at position r can be expressed from
(3) and (6) as
s

U (r) =

2

dsc
sc

i

+ di



d sc +d i

 µRS (r)

0 A

µHD


− 1 Fn

.

(7)

Due to the relatively low force levels present in typical screen exploration
(< 0.5 N) a linear relation5 can be assumed between the finger pad contact area
and the normal force, i.e. A = kFn , which leads to a simplified expression
s

 RS (r)
sc
i
−1
2 dsc + di d sc +d i µµHD
U (r) =
,
(8)
0 k
which can be implemented in the haptic signal control, considering the device
limitations. If only pattern reproduction is of interest, as suggested in [6], a
simple algorithm exploiting the maximum device capacity can be employed:
s

µRS (r) − min µRS (r)

 ,
U (r) = Umax
(9)
max µRS (r) − min µRS (r)
i.e. minimum and maximum friction force are assigned with 0V and the maximum feasible voltage (Umax ), respectively.
4

5

When sliding the finger pad over a RS, e.g. surface with a bump, the normal force
also fluctuates, but this is captured here in the location dependent coefficient of
friction.
When higher normal force is anticipated, a power law, e.g. as used by Adams et al.
[14], should be employed. Provided, that the haptic display is able to determine the
contact area, approximation is unnecessary.
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5

Input Friction Data

The spatial friction profile µRS (r) in (7), (8), or (9), can be obtained either
by computer simulations, or by measurements of friction FtRS (r) and normal
force FnRS (r), e.g. by tribological experiments. Following, three examples of input
friction data preparation are reported.
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Experimental database. The experimental database used in this work was obtained in active touch experiments reported by Klöcker et al. [15]. The database
comprises twelve materials: sandpaper (P24), sponge, latex, wax, linen, wood,
2
plastic, aluminium, tile, tights, velvet and paper (160 g/m ). Each material was
stroked by seven participants ten times, i.e. there are seventy measurements per
material. For more information about the database and experimental procedures
see [15].
The force profiles (FnRS (t), FtRS (t)) from the experimental database were
re-sampled from 20 kHz to 400 Hz to match the finger pad position sampling.
Only the sliding parts of the experiments were used, where the assumption about
constant normal force postulated in Sect. 2.3 is valid. Finally the friction profiles
were re-sampled to location domain (FtRS (r)). For FnRS a mean value of FnRS (r)
during sliding was used. The database was also implemented in the web tool
presented in section 4 [10], where a random selection from the experimental set
is performed for calculation of voltage profile U (r) of a selected material.
FEM simulations of tactile scenarios Previous finite element studies of
human touch mostly include two or three dimensional modelling of finger pad
exploration of real surfaces on tribological [16, 17] as well as neuro-mechanical
levels or vibratory stimulations [18–20]. Abdolvahab [21] simulated the “squeeze
film” effect, by comparing sliding of a finger pad over a real edge and a surface
with varying friction coefficient.
The multi-physics computational framework used in this work is capable
of simulating friction modulation due to electrostatic attraction directly from
applied voltage signal in the haptic display, without changing the friction properties of the surface. Current work employs a 2D version of previously developed
framework validated with experimental data [20, 17] as it is very useful for parametric studies in parallel to the computationally intensive 3D model. The framework was used here mainly in order to generate friction profiles µRS (r) for CAE
database for three simple RS, i.e. a bump, an edge, and a sinusoidal surface,
which can all be defined using three geometric parameters as shown in Fig. 1a.
For each set of parameter values the finger pad was pressed against the surface
(0.25 mm) and then slid parallel to the surface (10mm) using different velocities.
The 2D parametric FE model of the finger pad comprises six most characteristic
subdomains to assure sufficient anatomical accuracy (Fig. 1b). The material and
geometric properties obtained from literature [19] were used. Due to the small
deformation range in the finger pad a visco–elastic material model was adopted.
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Typical model consisted of 3027 nodes and 2877 four-noded plane strain
quadrilateral elements based on the standard isoparametric approach. The contact between the skin and the plate was modelled using penalty method with
coulombic friction, where the RS are assumed rigid in comparison to the finger.
More details on FEM analysis can be found at [10].

T

Conditional average estimator (CAE) As stated before, FE simulation
are computationally intensive and cannot be applied in real–time applications.
The CAE method can provide a real–time solution for a prescribed subset of
surfaces. The CAE method [7] used in the study is a non-parametric empirical
approach for the estimation of an unknown quantity as a function of known input
parameters, provided that an appropriate database is available. In this work, the
method was applied for the prediction of the friction force profiles µRS (r) for
different RSs. CAE enables us to estimate the value of a function
C = f (B, X) ,

(10)
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where X = {X1 , ..., Xn , ..., XN } represents a mathematical description of the
phenomenon with a model matrix, i.e. a database, consisting of the finite number
(N ) of model vectors Xn , each attributed to a single scenario in an experiment.
Each model vector is composed of two truncated vectors, i.e. Xn = {Bn , Cn },
where Bn and Cn represent the input and output parameters of the nth experiment, e.g. in tribological experiment on grated surface Bn could consist of

Fig. 1. a) Simulated surfaces: a symmetric bump, an edge, and a sinusoidal surface.
Bump and edge are defined by the location of their maximum (x0 ), their width (rw ,
and their height (rh ). Sinusoidal surface is defined by phase (x0 ), period (rw ), and
amplitude (rh ).; b) FEM subdomains (i) stratum corneum, (ii) vital epidermis, (iii)
dermis, (iv) hypodermis, (v) bone, and (vi) nail; c) deformed shape after pressing the
finger towards the surface; d) deformed shape while sliding over the bump.
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normal force, velocity, and grating period, etc. and Cn could consist of measured
quantities (observations), as maximum friction force, time and/or frequency response, etc. Scenario is described by a number of variables, which are treated as
components of a model vector Xn = {bn1 , ..., bnl , ..., bnD , ..., cn1 , ..., cnk , ..., cnM }.
Similarly vectors B and C represent the prediction vector Xp = {B, C}, i.e.
the given truncated vector B and the unknown complementary vector C. Our
aim is therefore to estimate an unknown complementary vector C from a given
truncated vector B and the model matrix X, e.g. to predict the friction profile
using (4), i.e. µRS (r) = FtRS (r)/FnRS , given the surface parameters, e.g. location
of a bump, x0 , and its geometry, b and h (Fig. 1a).
The optimal estimator for the given problem can be expressed using the
conditional probability density function:
N
X
an cnk
.
PN
n=1
n=1 ai

(11)

T

ck =
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Here, an approach, used by Perus et al. [7], is utilised, i.e. a “non-constant
width” Gaussian density function, centred at each model vector, to get its influence on the prediction vector, is chosen as a weight function:

 X
D
bl − b2nl
1
.
(12)
exp −
an =
QD
2
2wnl
(2π)D/2 l=1 wnl
l=1
Variable ck is an estimate of the k th output variable, cnk is the same output
variable corresponding to the nth model vector in the database, N is the number
of model vectors in the database, bnl is the lth input variable of the nth model
vector in the database (e.g. bn1 , bn2 , bn3 , ..., bnL ), and bl is the lth input variable
corresponding to the prediction vector. The D is the number of input variables,
which defines the dimension of the sample space. Different values of wnl correspond to lth input variable for each model vector (Xn ) from the normalized
database [0 1]. See Perus et al. [7] for more details.

3

Numerical examples

Here, the generation of the database using FEM is presented for a single tactile
scenario on example RS (Sect. 3.1). Same example is then used for evaluation of
the implemented CAE method (Sect. 3.2)
3.1

Finite element analysis

A number of analyses was performed on all three demonstration RSs with varying
geometric parameters, i.e. rw was varied from 0.5 to 2.5 mm with a 0.25 mm step,
and rh was varied from 0.1 to 0.5 mm with a 0.1 mm step at constant sliding
velocity. Location of a bump x0 can be considered later by moving the location
of the stimulus. Typical (normalized) output in terms of µRS (r) is presented in
Fig. 2a. For more information about model parameters used in the analysis see
FAQ section of the web tool [10]. Fig.2b depicts the required voltage at location
x obtained using (8) and (9).
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3.2

CAE approximation

T

Fig. 2. A comparison of friction profiles obtained while sliding the finger pad over a
bump using FEM, CAE with leave one out and CAE with full database (a), and the
voltage profile U (r) obtained using (8), with sc = 1650, i = 10, tsc =0.2 mm, ti =0.001
mm, and k=200, and using (9) with Umax = 100 V (µHD =1)
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After the generation of the database in the previous step - a “leave one out”
(LOO) analysis was performed to asses the prediction quality and to optimise
the weight parameters. The CAE output for input parameters present/absent
in the database is depicted in Fig.2a, and compared to the actual FE results.
Since the database is artificially generated and equally distributed, a relatively
uniform smoothing w is required, i.e wmin = wmax ≈ 0.13 was determined using
Matlab fminsearch function6 . Now we can predict the friction profiles for similar
surfaces, based on the precomputed results.

Online Tool

All previously described algorithms were implemented in a web application built
using AJAX, i.e. asynchronous JavaScript, php, and XML, environment. The
web tool provides the graphical user interface [10], which can be used across
wide range of platforms, e.g. PC or mobile. Users can calculate haptic rendering
of generic 2D surfaces based on templates, simulated in advance, or use their
own friction profiles. The experimental database described in Sect. 2.4 [15] is
also integrated. An example screenshot for bump simulation is presented in Fig.
3.

5

Discussion and Conclusion

This paper introduce the haptic rendering algorithm based on FEM simulations,
experimental data, and type of artificial neural network for generation of signals
for RS not yet available in the database, but with similar properties as the known
ones. Simple example RS using only three parameters are used for demonstration,
although more complex surfaces can be implemented in the existing algorithms.
6

Note that extreme extrapolation of results may lead to erroneous values.
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Fig. 3. Web Application HapTex interface [10] (www.haptictexture.com). Example
bump simulation.

For demonstration purposes the method has been implemented in a freely accessible web tool, where users can try generating different voltage signals. Using the
CAE methods the computational times shorten to milliseconds which makes the
method feasible for real time haptic rendering. The accuracy of the predictions
strongly depends on the database, however the database will be developed in
time by adding virtual and real textures. In the future development the goal is
to provide a downloadable library of textures for haptic surfaces, and although
the present study deals only with electrovibration, the methods can be easily
applied to ultrasonic and tactile displays combining both methods.
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the FP7 program FP7-PEOPLE-317100 Prototouch. We would like to express
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